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Numerical modeling of induction hardening of gear wheels made of steel AMS 6419 (AISI 300M) was presented in
the paper. In order to determine correct values of critical temperatures for investigated steel Time-TemperatureAustenitization (TTA) and Continuous-Cooling-Temperature (CCT) diagrams are measured. Mathematical model of
the process is formulated and described. Exemplary results are presented. Final conclusions are formulated.
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INTRODUCTION
Induction hardening is the advanced heat treatment
process consisting of three consecutive stages: rapid induction heating, very short austenitization and finally
intensive cooling. Often the austenitization stage could
be neglected because of very short time (less than hundreds of milliseconds). The most popular way of the application is the induction surface hardening characterized by hardening of thin surface zone of the body only
and keeping soft and unchanged its internal part. Surface induction hardening is mostly applied for axi-symmetric and flat bodies, but the paper concentrates on
more rarely applied induction hardening of gear wheels.
There are different induction surface hardening methods for gear wheels accordingly to requested patterns of
hardness distribution [1]. Some examples of such patterns are presented in Figure 1. In the paper it concentrates on the spin hardening - simultaneous heating of
the gear by encircled inductor and then immediate cooling.
It is realized in the consecutive dual frequency hardening system (CDFIH) characteristic for gear wheels
with modulus m < 6 mm. The gear wheel is heated first
by medium frequency inductor (MF) to the temperature
of about 700 C, being higher than the modified lower
temperature Ac1m. It means beginning of the austenite
transformation. Then the gear wheel is heated by the
high frequency inductor (HF) to the hardening temperature Th guaranteed a completion of the homogenous
austenite microstructure. The process is terminated by
immediate spraying. Modelling of the process is complicated because of necessity to solve non-linear and
transient coupled electromagnetic, temperature and
hardness fields [2]. The paper concentrates on numerical modelling of induction hardening of gear wheels
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Figure 1 Profile of hardened zone a) through hardening,
b) contour hardening

made of steel AMS 6419 (AISI 300M). Numerical modelling requires a correct identification of critical temperatures for the investigated steel. In order to determine them the TTA diagram was measured. Dependences of modified critical temperatures Acm, Ac3m, Ac1m
on velocity of induction heating vih are presented in Figure 2.
The critical temperature Acm guarantees completion
of the homogenous austenite microstructure. For conventional, slow heating Acm = 861 C. For fast induction
heating the modified critical temperature Acm is distinctly bigger (for instance for vih = 1 000 K/s, Acm =
1 065 C). Similar tendencies are observed for the mod-

Figure 2 TTA diagram for steel AISI 300M (notations in text)
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Figure 3 CTT diagram for steel AISI 300M
1 – Ms, 2 – Msf, 3 – obtained hardness in Vickers
degree, M – martensite, vc – velocity of cooling.

ified lower critical temperature Ac1m (beginning of austenite transformation) and the modified upper critical
temperatures Ac3m (termination of austenite transformation). Details are described for instance in [1]. The
hardness distribution is determined based upon several
CCT diagrams measured from different hardening temperatures in a range between (Th = 960…1 050 C). Exemplary CCT diagram for the hardening temperature Th
= 990 C is presented in Figure 3. Dependence of martensite start temperature Ms (line –) and martensite finish temperature Msf (line --) are depicted in Figure 3. If
the final temperature after cooling are smaller the than
Msf and the velocity of cooling is big enough we obtained fully hardened martensite microstructure.
Even for small velocity of cooling (vc = 10 K/s) expected value of hardness is achieved.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Mathematical model of the process is presented in
Figure 4. At the beginning input data were completed
(prior microstructure, material properties, configuration
of the heating and cooling systems). Corresponding values of material properties: electric conductivity γ, thermal conductivity λspecific heatcp and magnetic permeability are temperature dependent. All these material
properties data are taken from specialized databases or
simply measured.
Induction heating stage is analyzed as coupled nonlinear electromagnetic and temperature problem. Based
upon electromagnetic computations: module of the
magnetic field intensity H, power density induced in
the body pv, and velocity of induction heating vih are
determined. It makes possibly to take into consideration
the dependence of the magnetic permeability on the
magnetic field intensity. Heat transfer coefficient αch for
heating stage of the hardening represents both convection and radiation. It is supposed that the ambient temperature of convection and radiation environment
equals to Ta is the same for both environments. Computation of induction heating terminates when the average
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Figure 4 Mathematical model

temperature in the hardened zone reaches value of Acm
which is dependent on velocity of induction heating.
Then the nonstationary, nonlinear temperature field
during cooling is determined. The temperature dependent heat transfer coefficient during cooling αcc represents convection only. It is determined by measurements. Heat transfer between the body and quenchant
depends on its temperature Tc and flow-rate qc. This
hardening stage is terminated when the average temperature at the working surface begins to be smaller
than the Msf (Martensite Finish Temperature) which secures the full termination of the martensite transformation. Based upon the calculated velocity of cooling vc
the hardness and microstructure distributions within the
body are determined by means of the measured Continuous Cooling Transformation (CCT) diagrams. At
the end the calculated hardness distribution HVc is compared with the experiments data HVm and if the obtained
accuracy tends to accepted value the final results are
registered and printed.

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
As the example the CDFIH process for gear wheels
made of steel AISI 300M were analyzed. Basic parameters and dimensions of the induction hardening system
were as follows:
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Gear wheel: teeth number n = 40, width of the tooth
ring b = 0,007 m, external diameter de = 0,087 m, internal diameter di = 0,029 m.
The gear wheel is heated first by the medium frequency (MF) inductor, next by the high frequency (HF)
inductor and finally immediately cooled. Both inductors are have the same dimensions and they are equipped
with the flux concentrator.
Inductor: number of coils N = 1, height of coil h1 =
0,007 m, external diameter De1 = 0,109 m, internal diameter Di1 = 0,89 m, flux concentrator Fluxtrol 50, density ρ = 6100 kg/m3, relative magnetic permeability μr =
36, electric conductivity γ  .10-3 S/m, total height
hc = 0,0205 m, external diameter De = 0,121 m, internal
diameter Di = 0,89 m, thickness of upper and lower layers h2x0,005 m.
Sprayer: distance between inductor and sprayer
0,0365 m, external diameter 0,1335 m, internal diameter 0,1235 m.
Heat transfer: convection heat transfer coefficient
for heating αch = 20 W/(m2.K), quenchant: polymer solution Aqua Quench, its temperature Tc = 30 C, flowrate qc = 0,0001 m3/s, concentration – 12%, convection
heat transfer coefficient for cooling αcc = 2000 W/
(m2·K).
Parameters: current IMF = 1 200 A, heating time tMF =
3 s, medium frequency f = 30 kHz, time between MF
and HF heating t = 0,1 s, average temperature after
MF heating 880 C, current IHF = 200 A, high frequency
f = 300 kHz, heating time tHF = 0,2 s, velocity of heating
vih ≈ 300 K/s, upper critical temperature Ac3m = 915 C,
lower critical temperature Ac1m = 820 C, critical temperature Acm = 1 020 C, time between heating and
cooling: Δthc = 0,1 s, rotation velocity vr = 2 r/s.
Let us consider temperature in five points depicted
in Figure 5.
Results are shown in Figures 6 - 8

Figure 6 Temperature dependence on time for points T1 – T5

Figure 7 Temperature distribution after MF heating

SUMMARY
Numerical modeling of the CDFIH process of gear
wheels made of steel AISI 300M was discussed in the
Figure 8 Temperature distribution after the HF heating

Figure 5 Location of measurement points T1 - T5
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Figure 9 Temperature distribution at the beginning of cooling
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paper. Mathematical model of the process is shortly described. Exemplary results for gear wheel with external
diameter of 87 mm are presented. Computation of temperature distribution within the tooth makes possible to
determine hardness and microstructure distribution. It
was observed that for the investigated steel even small
velocity of cooling could cause requested hardness distribution.
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